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Abstract:

In this event I want to recount a bit about a four-year study I

undertook to learn and perform entertainment magic that

culminated in a recently published book titled Performing

Deception. Ta-da…In the tradition of self-studies, I used my

immersion into an activity as a novice as a basis for

considering how practical reasoning and embodied skills

were acquired. Through recounting some vignettes of my

experiences, I will address questions such as: How are

magicians and audiences bound together in relations of

interdependence and deception? How do magicians fashion

autobiographies such that they can hold together evidence of

their genuineness with evidence of their ability to

mislead? How do magicians get trained to act ‘naturally’? In

doing so, I hope to elaborate how learning magic engenders

a sense of moving closer to and away from appreciating the

experiences of others as well as one’s self.









Appreciating Doubleness 





‘… the moral here as elsewhere is that 
magicians generally are less perceptive 
audiences than laypeople and an unreliable 
guide as to what constitutes strong magic.’

- Darwin Ortiz
Strong Magic



‘We don’t keep secrets from the audience, 
we keep secrets for the audience.’

- Michael Weber



‘Always remain in control.’

- Darwin Ortiz
Strong Magic



Care(ful) Objects 



A Kind of Magic 



Magic as…

…magic: Sincere
…trickery: Ironic
…revelation: Exposing
…‘meta-theatre’: Self-referential 
…method: Reflexively constituted

- focus group
- topicalising our actions and non-actions



Magic as entailing 
opposing but yet co-
existing tendencies 
and features

Learning/Unlearning

Self/Other

Control/Cooperation

Natural/Artificial 

Proficiency/Incapability 

Truth/Deception

Control/Care 
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Truth/Deception 

* How do magicians fashion autobiographies 
such that they can hold together evidence of 
their genuineness with evidence of their 
ability to mislead?  
* What importance do authors themselves 
invested in their accounts being truthful?  
* How to conjurors advance notions of right 
and wrong even as they recount their skill in 
deceiving?



1. Lying is justified to 
prevent our adversaries 
from knowing our secrets.
2. Our adversaries have 
access to this very 
testimony.
3. I am not now lying.  
And I really mean it, 
honest!



1. Lying is justified to suckers that don’t understand 
tricks.
2. You bought our book because you didn’t know 
how to do tricks.
3. We are not now lying to you.  And we might not 
mean it, really!









Thanks


